ENGINEER FIVE DEFEATS NEWPORT NAVAL TEAM BY THE SCORE OF 51-20

GAME MARKS THIRD STRAIGHT VICTORY FOR M. I. T. CAGERS

Harrison and Nee High Scorer Engage In Hangar Gym

MANY FOULS ARE CALLED

Still undefeated, the Engineer quintet won its third game in succession by overwhelming margin of 19 to 16 at the Institute Academy in Hangar Gym Saturday afternoon. The Engineer five did not disappoint all those who expected a 'high-flying' performance. The Cyclers, who had the advantage of playing in their own gym, lacked the balanced passing and shooting which marked the Engineers' style of playing in all of their contests thus far. Nee showed his true stuff in the third quarter and led in the final contest. While the Engineers led from the first floor, the Cyclers never held the lead for his team, was missing, most of his time for the basket during this period.

Many fouls were called during the course of the game and neither team seemed to be able to get a smooth game. The fouls started to affect the game in the second half and both teams were on the foul line frequently. A number of technical fouls were called during the game. The fouling called was mainly on the offensive side with a few on the defensive.

Many fouls were called during the course of the game and both teams were penalized for unsportsmanlike conduct. The fouls started to affect the game in the second half and both teams were on the foul line frequently. A number of technical fouls were called during the game. The fouling called was mainly on the offensive side with a few on the defensive.

Track Team Opens Season on Board Three Events

With Eight Events

Herbert Wins Sin-Lap Half Mile, Wins Thrift From Scratch

Coach Husted and Swine of the track team opened the season on the board track Saturday afternoon with a handson meet of eight events. A number of new records were established and a variety of events were featured. Herbert won the Sin-Lap half mile, followed by Walker in second place. The second place finisher was a very close race, with Elson and Robinson coming in a close third.

In the second event, the four-lap race, both Herbert and Walker showed their abilities by finishing in first and second place respectively. Herbert's win was rather slow, and Kennedy succeeded in giving an exhibition. The match was marked by a high level of skill and excitement throughout the country.

After supper which will be served in the dining hall, the new features in the game packed with interest to all students and men connected with the Field of Engineers. Professor Frederick R. White will be the guest of honor and will discuss the things about the earth which an engineer should know, and matte.

Many of the technical fouls were called during the game. The fouling called was mainly on the offensive side with a few on the defensive.
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